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CROSS-RATIO IN GRASSMANN SPACES
Let K be either the field of reals or the field of complex numbers. Let p be a positive integer.We. denote by V the vector space which is based o'n kP =x p K. Let W be a Banach space over K, d'im W being > p. We denote by GL(V) the group of linear automorfisms of V and by mon(V,IW) the space of invertible linear mappings of V into W. Thus a p-dimensional plane in W is a class in mon (V,[W) under the following equivalence relation: 1 e mon(V^W) is equivalent to 1 iff there exists some a e GL(V) such that 1=1oa. We consider a Grassmann space, G(V,W), which is gust the space of all p-planes in W. We are going to generalize the notion of cross--ratio from projective spaces to such Grassmann spaces.
We shall sketch a construction of an atlas on G(V,W) according to [l] . Let s be a fixed p-plane in W and u be a subspace which is complementary to o\. We denote by the set of these p-planes which have not any non-zero vector common with co . Then there exists a homeomorphism h, which maps 0ffitd onto the space hom.(le-f<J , namely if $£Off)tdthen § may by viewed as im(1&+h^) where h^ e hom(b-,co) and 'i<j denotes the identity mapping on <s . The correspondence § h^ is one--to-one* In the finite dimensional case .it establishes coordinates of Pontryagin un G(V,W) . Thus the pair (c^jh) is a local map on G(V,W). Consequently G(V,W) is made into a manifold which is modelled in the Banach space hom(V,W/V). The transition functions of this manifold are the following: if we have two local maps (Off)W,h)-and (Og^h' ) then we have h' = ss (aoh+b) (c«h+d)~^ where a is a projection co-cOj»b*i<? --co', ct co --6' and d: co --co\
1.
Definition* We say that three points <x,y3, 3*-of G(V,W) belong to the same p-channel iff: (a) there does not exist any non-zero vector belonging to any pair in this triplet, and (b) there exist a,b, and c in mon (V,W) such that a (resp. b resp. c) maps V onto <x , (resp. onto fb , resp. onto 3"-) and a+b+c=0.
This definition implies -easily the following 2. Proposition. If a f ^ and 2f belong to tiie same p-channel, and a, b and c are their respective representations in mon(V,W) such that a+b+c=0 and if there holds simultaneously a«f a b»g + c = 0 where f eGL(V) and g'eGL(V), then there holds f=g=ly.
3.
Theorem. If oc'g and «j belong to the same p-channel and oi^aj and ot^ belong to this same-one, then a^, «g and cx^ also belong to this same. Thus c induces a function c* well defined on G(V,W). Then we make K into a compact space K by adjoining to it the point oo and we prolong c* to a K-valued function c, which is continuous on each p-channel.
7. Definition* The function c is called the cross-ratio in the Grassmann space G(V,W).
The above definition is intrinsic, however we shall express it in the generalized Pontryagin coordinates. We take into consideration three points ij , p , $ such that they all are covered by the same local map (Offu,,h) . Then we set {j = = im(le+h^), p =im(le+h^J and $ = im(l0+h;). If we assume that $ ,2 » $ belong to the same p-channel then there holds a relation of the form (1^+h^) ©a + « b + h}=0.Hence we obtain a+bs-1^ and we may set a=t-1y and b=-tv. Then we may write (*) h^(t-1y) -ly t + hj=0.
Hence we obtain rde+h£, 1e+h?, VV = (l-t)t~1. 8. We assume p=1. The G(V,W) is just a projective space,IW.Thus GL(V) reduces to tiie multiplicative group on K\{0} , and p-channels are straight lines.Yet t and s in (*•),(**) and (***) are numbers from K. We specialize the above deducing of formula (***) to the case p=1. Then dim <5=1 and we choose s in such a way that it is situated-in the 2-plane in W which, is spanned by , y , $ and X . Let co be the intersection of this plane with the complementary subspace co .Thus u is a line. From now on we may restrict our considerations to tbe plane T spanned by 6 and co . We identify 6" and ¿3 with K in such a way that ©Deo is 0 in K. Then h^h^h.^ and h x are identified with some points h,k, 1 and 1 in K and we compute from (*) and (**) t=(h-l)/(h-k), 1-t = (k-1)/(k-h),
s=(h-l)/(h-k), 1-s =(k-1)/(k-h).
If we apply this to formula (***) then we obtain the classical foimula for the cross-ratio in projective spaces
We may formulate* 9. Theorem. The notion of oross-ratio in &ras-. smann spaces defined above is a generalization of this notion in projective spaces.
